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Abstract

Recent non-local self-attention methods have proven to be
effective in capturing long-range dependencies for semantic
segmentation. These methods usually form a similarity map
of RC×C (by compressing spatial dimensions) or RHW×HW

(by compressing channels) to describe the feature relations
along either channel or spatial dimensions, where C is the
number of channels, H and W are the spatial dimensions
of the input feature map. However, such practices tend to
condense feature dependencies along the other dimensions,
hence causing attention missing, which might lead to inferior
results for small/thin categories or inconsistent segmentation
inside large objects. To address this problem, we propose a
new approach, namely Fully Attentional Network (FLANet),
to encode both spatial and channel attentions in a single sim-
ilarity map while maintaining high computational efficiency.
Specifically, for each channel map, our FLANet can harvest
feature responses from all other channel maps, and the associ-
ated spatial positions as well, through a novel fully attentional
module. Our new method has achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on three challenging semantic segmentation datasets,
i.e., 83.6%, 46.99%, and 88.5% on the Cityscapes test set,
the ADE20K validation set, and the PASCAL VOC test set,
respectively.

Introduction
Recently, semantic segmentation models achieve great
progress by capturing long-range dependencies (Zhao et al.
2017; Yang et al. 2018; Yuan, Chen, and Wang 2020; Sun
et al. 2019), in which Non-Local (NL) based methods are
the mainstream (Zhao et al. 2018; Fu et al. 2019a; Zhang
et al. 2019a; Zhu et al. 2019; Ramachandran et al. 2019).
To generate dense and well-rounded contextual information,
NL based models utilize a self-attention mechanism to ex-
plore the interdependencies along the channel (Cao et al.
2019; Zhao et al. 2018) or spatial (Huang et al. 2019; Yin
et al. 2020; Song, Mei, and Huang 2021) dimensions. We
denote these two variants of NL block as “Channel NL” and
“Spatial NL”, respectively, and the architectures of these
two variants are illustrated in Fig.1 (a) and (b). Although
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Figure 1: Architectures of Non-Local blocks (NL) and our
proposed Fully Attentional block (FLA). The traditional
NLs compute a similarity map along channel or spatial di-
mension, while our FLA generates a similarity map in all
dimensions and enables full attentions in the attention map.

these explorations have made impressive contributions to se-
mantic segmentation, one acute issue, i.e., attention miss-
ing, was mostly ignored. Take Channel NL for example,
the channel attention map RC×C is generated by the matrix
multiplication of two inputs with a dimension of C ×HW
and HW × C. It can be found that each channel can be
connected with all other channel maps while the spatial in-
formation will be integrated and each spatial position fails
to perceive feature response from other positions during the
matrix multiplication. Similarly, interactions among channel
dimensions are also missing in the Spatial NL.

We argue that the attention missing issue would damage
the integrity of 3D context information (CHW ) and thus
both NL variants can only benefit partially in a complemen-
tary way. To verify this hypothesis, we present the per-class
comparison results on the Cityscapes validation set in Fig.2.
As shown in the figure, Channel NL gets better segmenta-
tion results among large objects, such as truck, bus and train,
while Spatial NL performs much better on small/thin cate-
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Figure 2: The motivation of our approach and the quantitative evidence for the attention missing issue on the Cityscapes
validation set. This observation proves that 1) Spatial NL can enhance the discrimination of details, while Channel NL benefits
in maintaining semantic consistency inside large objects, 2) stacking two NL blocks in the network still suffers from the attention
missing issue, and 3) our proposed FLA can successfully tackle the attention missing issue since we can achieve better accuracy
than that of a single NL block in all classes by modeling full attentions.

gories, e.g., poles, rider and mbike. They both lose precision
in some categories due to the mentioned attention missing
issue. Besides, we are also curious about whether this is-
sue can be solved by stacking the two blocks sequentially.
We denote the parallel connection mode in DANet (Fu et al.
2019a) and the sequential Channel-Spatial NL as “Dual NL”
and “CS NL”, respectively1. Intuitively, when two NLs are
employed at the same time, the accuracy gain of each class
should be no less than that of a single NL. However, it is ob-
served that the performance of Dual NL drops a lot in large
objects such as truck and train, and CS NL gets poor IoU
results in some thin categories like pole and mbike. We can
find that both Dual NL and CS NL can only preserve partial
benefits brought by either Channel NL or Spatial NL. There-
fore, we can conclude that: the attention missing issue hurts
the feature representation ability and it cannot be solved by
simply stacking different NL blocks.

Motivated by this, we propose a novel non-local block
namely Fully Attentional block (FLA) to efficiently retain
attentions in all dimensions. And the workflow is shown in
Fig.1 (c). The basic idea is to utilize the global context in-
formation to receive spatial responses when computing the
channel attention map, which enables full attentions in a sin-
gle attention unit with high computational efficiency. Specif-
ically, we first enable each spatial position to harvest feature
responses from the global contexts with the same horizontal
and vertical coordinates. Second, we use the self-attention
mechanism to capture the fully attentional similarities be-
tween any two channel maps and the associated spatial posi-
tions. Finally, the generated fully attentional similarities are

1Since there are no convolutional layers in the Channel NL, if
we employ Spatial NL before Channel NL (SC NL), the feature
weights tend to be either extremely large or extremely small after
two consecutive enhancements and the training loss does not con-
verge. So the performance of this connection mode is not reported.

used to re-weight each channel map by integrating features
among all channel maps and associated global clues.

It should be noted that our method is more effective and
efficient than previous works (Fu et al. 2019a; Babiloni
et al. 2020) when modeling interdependencies in all dimen-
sions. Since we encode spatial interactions into the tradi-
tional Channel NL and capture full attentions in a single at-
tention map, our FLA is with high computational efficiency.
Specifically, our FLA significantly reduces FLOPs by about
83% and only requires 34% GPU memory usage of DANet
in computing both spatial and channel dependencies.

We have carried out extensive experiments on three chal-
lenging semantic segmentation datasets and our approach
achieves state-of-the-art performance on these experiments.
Moreover, our model outperforms other non-local based
methods by a large margin with the same backbone network.
Our contributions mainly lie in three aspects:

• Through the theoretical and experimental analysis, we
find out the attention missing issue existing in the non-
local self-attention methods, which would hurt the in-
tegrity of feature representation.

• We reformulate the self-attention mechanism into a
fully attentional manner to generate dense and well-
rounded feature dependencies, which addresses the at-
tention missing issue effectively and efficiently. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to achieve
full attentions in a single non-local block.

• We conducted extensive experiments on three chal-
lenging semantic segmentation datasets, including
Cityscapes, ADE20K, and PASCAL VOC, which
demonstrate the superiority of our approach over other
state-of-the-art methods.
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Figure 3: The details of Fully Attentional block. Since H
equals W in our implementation, we use the letter S to rep-
resent the dimension after merge for a clear illustration.

Related Work
Semantic Segmentation. Semantic segmentation is a vital
task in computer vision, which predicts correct semantic la-
bels for all pixels in an image. The traditional classification
network based on CNNs can only identify the class of the
whole image, not the label of each pixel. Instead of the fully
connected layer in the CNN, the FCN (Long, Shelhamer,
and Darrell 2015) utilizes a convolutional layer to get the
segmentation result. UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox
2015) adopts an encoder-decoder structure to recover the de-
tailed information damaged by the step-by-step downsam-
pling operations. To model interdependencies between dif-
ferent channel maps, SENet (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) pro-
duces an embedding of the global distribution of channel-
wise feature responses. To enhance the global connections
between spatial positions, self-attention based methods are
thus proposed to weigh the importance of each spatial posi-
tion whilst sacrificing the channel-wise attention. Different
from these approaches, we argue that the attention missing
issue might lead to inconsistent segmentation inside large
objects or inferior results for small categories in the seman-
tic segmentation task. Thus in this paper, we consider both
channel and spatial dependencies are of equal importance
and try to capture both of them in a single attention unit.

Self-Attention Mechanism. Self-attention is initially
used for machine translation (Chorowski et al. 2015;
Vaswani et al. 2017) to capture long-range features. After
that, self-attention modules are widely applied in the se-
mantic segmentation field, in which the Non-local network
(Wang et al. 2018) is the pioneering work. CCNet (Huang
et al. 2019) harvests the contextual information for each
pixel on the criss-cross path. AttaNet (Song, Mei, and Huang
2021) utilizes a striping operation to encode the global con-
text in the vertical direction and then harvests long-range re-
lations along the horizontal axis. OCNet (Yuan et al. 2021)

utilizes the interlaced self-attention scheme to model both
global and local relations. However, these approaches con-
struct a similarity map to leverage relationships along a sin-
gle dimension, where the dependency along other dimen-
sions is discarded during the matrix multiplication. To gen-
erate both spatial-wise and channel-wise attentions, many
studies were proposed. DANet (Fu et al. 2019a) proposes
the position attention module and channel attention module
to model dependencies along the spatial and channel dimen-
sion respectively. TESA (Babiloni et al. 2020) views the in-
put tensor as a combination of its three-mode matricizations
and then captures similarities for each dimension. Although
these methods capture relations in all dimensions, they con-
sider different dimensions separately and the attention miss-
ing issue still exists in each attention map. To mitigate this
issue, we propose a Fully Attentional block to encode both
spatial and channel attentions in a single similarity map with
high computational efficiency.

Method
Network Architecture
In this paper, we employ ResNet101 (He et al. 2016) and
HRNetW48 (Sun et al. 2019) as the backbone network. For
ResNet101, dilation convolutions were applied in the last
two layers to obtain more detailed information, and the out-
put feature map was enlarged to 1/8 of the input image. Ini-
tially, the input image is processed by the backbone network
to produce feature maps X . After that, we first apply two
convolution layers on X to reduce the channel dimension
and obtain the feature maps Fin. Then, the feature maps Fin

would be fed into the Fully Attentional block (FLA) and
generate new feature maps Fo which aggregate non-local
contextual information in all dimensions. Finally, the dense
contextual feature Fo is sent to the prediction layer to gener-
ate the final segmentation map.

Fully Attentional Block
Previous works try to generate full attentions by applying the
attention operation in each dimension in turn, which yields
high computational complexity and the single-dimensional
attention still overlooks correlations along other dimensions.
To capture full attentions in a single attention map with
high computational efficiency, we propose a novel non-local
block named Fully Attentional block. Specifically, to avoid
adding extra computation burden, we try to introduce spa-
tial interactions into channel NL mechanism by utilizing the
global average pooling result as the global contextual prior.

The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig.3. Given an
input feature map Fin ∈ RC×H×W , where C is the num-
ber of channels, H and W are the spatial dimensions of the
input tensor. First, we feed Fin into two parallel pathways
at the bottom (i.e., the Construction), each of which con-
tains a global average pooling layer followed by a Linear
layer. When choosing the size of pooling windows, we con-
sidered the following two aspects. Firstly, to obtain richer
global contextual priors, we choose to use unequal global
pooling size in height and width directions rather than kernel
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windows like 3 × 3. Secondly, to make sure that each spa-
tial position is connected with the corresponding global prior
with the same horizontal or vertical coordinate, i.e., main-
tain the spatial consistency when computing channel rela-
tions, we choose to keep the length of one dimension con-
stant. Therefore, we employ pooling windows of size H × 1
and 1 × W in these two pathways respectively. This gives
Q̂w ∈ RC×1×W and Q̂h ∈ RC×H×1. After that, we repeat
Q̂w and Q̂h to form global features Qw ∈ RC×H×W and
Qh ∈ RC×H×W . Note that Qw and Qh represent the global
priors in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively
and they will be used to achieve spatial interactions in the
corresponding dimension. Furthermore, we cut Qw along
the H dimension, from which we can generate a group of
H slices with a size of RC×W . Similarly, we cut Qh along
the W dimension. We then merge these two groups to form
the final global contexts Q ∈ R(H+W )×C×S . The cut and
merge operations are detailly illustrated in Fig.3.

Meanwhile, we cut the input feature Fin along the H
dimension, yielding a group of H slices with the size of
RC×W . Similarly, we do this along the W dimension. Like
the merge process of Q, these two groups are integrated to
form the features K ∈ R(H+W )×S×C . In the same way, we
can generate the feature maps V ∈ R(H+W )×C×S .

After that, we can make each spatial position to receive
the feature responses from the global priors in the same
row and the same column, i.e., capturing the full attentions
A ∈ R(H+W )×C×C , via the Affinity operation. The Affinity
operation is defined as follows:

Ai,j =
exp(Qi ·Kj)∑C
i=1 exp(Qi ·Kj)

, (1)

where Ai,j ∈ A denotes the degree of correlation between
the ith and jth channel at a specific spatial position.

Then we perform a matrix multiplication between A and
V to update each channel map with the generated full at-
tentions. After that, we reshape the result into two groups,
and each group is with a size of RC×H×W (i.e., the inverse
operation of merge). We sum these two groups to form the
long-range contextual information. Finally, we multiply the
contextual information by a scale parameter γ and perform
an element-wise sum operation with the input feature map
Fin to obtain the final output Fo ∈ RC×H×W as follows:

Fo j
= γ

C∑
i=1

Ai,j · Vj + Fin j
, (2)

where Fo j
is a feature vector in the output feature map Fo

at the jth channel map.
It is noted that different from the traditional Channel NL

method which explores only channel correlations by multi-
plying the spatial information from the same position, our
FLA enables spatial connections between different spatial
positions, i.e., we exploit full attentions along both spa-
tial and channel dimensions with a single attention map.
In this way, our FLA has a more holistic contextual view
and is more robust to different scenarios. Moreover, the con-
structed prior representation brings a global receptive field
and helps to boost the feature discrimination ability.

Method Backbone mIoU

Simple Backbone
PSPNet (Zhao et al. 2017) Res101 78.4
AAF (Ke et al. 2018) Res101 79.1
CFNet (Zhang, Wang, and Xie 2019) Res101 79.6
PSANet (Zhao et al. 2018) Res101 80.1
AttaNet (Song, Mei, and Huang 2021) Res101 80.5
ANNet (Zhu et al. 2019) Res101 81.3
CCNet (Huang et al. 2019) Res101 81.4
OCNet (Yuan et al. 2021) Res101 81.9
DGCNet (Zhang et al. 2019b) Res101 82.0
HANet (Choi, Kim, and Choo 2020) Res101 82.1
ACNet (Fu et al. 2019b) Res101 82.3
RecoNet (Chen et al. 2020) Res101 82.3
FLANet (Ours) Res101 83.0
Advanced Backbone
SPGNet (Cheng et al. 2019) 2×Res50 81.1
DANet (Fu et al. 2019a) R101+MG 81.5
ACFNet (Zhang et al. 2019a) R101+ASPP 81.8
GALD (Li et al. 2019) R101+ASPP 81.8
GFF (Li et al. 2020) R101+PPM 82.3
HRNet (Sun et al. 2019) HRNetW48 81.6
OCNet (Yuan et al. 2021) HRNetW48 82.5
FLANet (Ours) HRNetW48 83.6

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art models on the
Cityscapes test set. For fair comparison, all these methods
use only Cityscapes fine-data for training.

Complexity Analysis
Given a feature map with a size of C × H × W , the
typical Spatial NL has a computational complexity of
O((HW )2C), and the Channel NL has a computational
complexity of O(C2HW ). Both of them can only capture
similarities along a single dimension. To model feature de-
pendencies in all dimensions, previous work like DANet ap-
plies both Spatial NL and Channel NL to calculate spatial
and channel relations separately, which yields higher com-
putational complexity and occupies much more GPU mem-
ory. Different from previous works, we achieve full attention
in a single NL block and in a more efficient way. Specifi-
cally, we utilize the newly constructed global representations
to achieve interactions between different spatial positions
and collect contextual similarities from all dimensions. And
the complexity of our FLA block (both in time and space)
is O(C2(H +W )S). Since S = H = W in our paper, our
complexity is of the same order with Channel NL and only
differs by a small constant.

Experiments
To evaluate the proposed FLANet, we conduct extensive
experiments on the Cityscapes (Cordts et al. 2016), the
ADE20K (Zhou et al. 2017), and the PASCAL VOC (Ev-
eringham et al. 2009).

Datasets
Cityscapes Cityscapes is a dataset for urban scene seg-
mentation, which contains 5K images with fine pixel-level
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Figure 4: Visualization results of FLANet on the Cityscapes
validation set.

annotations and 20K images with coarse annotations. The
dataset has 19 classes and each image is with 1024 × 2048
resolution. The 5K images with fine annotations are further
divided into 2975, 500, and 1525 images for training, vali-
dation, and testing, respectively.

ADE20K ADE20K is a challenging scene parsing bench-
mark. The dataset contains 20K/2K images for training and
validation which is densely labeled as 150 stuff/object cate-
gories. Images in this dataset are from different scenes with
more scale variations.

PASCAL VOC PASCAL VOC is a golden benchmark of
semantic segmentation, which includes 20 object categories
and one background class. The dataset contains 10582,
1449, 1456 images for training, validation, and testing.

Implementation Details
Our implementation is based on PyTorch, and uses
ResNet101 and HRNetW48 pre-trained from ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al. 2015) as the backbone network. Follow-
ing prior works (Yu et al. 2018), we apply the poly learn-
ing rate policy where the initial learning rate is multiplied
by (1 − iter

max iter )
0.9 after each iteration. Momentum and

weight decay coefficients are set to 0.9 and 5e-4, respec-
tively. All models are trained for 240 epochs with an initial
learning rate of 1e-2 and batch size of 8. We set the crop
size as 768 × 768 and 520 × 520 for Cityscapes and other
datasets, respectively. For data augmentation, we apply the
common color jittering, scaling (0.5 to 2.0), cropping, and
flipping to augment the training data. Besides, the synchro-
nized batch normalization is used to synchronize the mean
and standard deviation of batch normalization across mul-
tiple GPUs. For evaluation, the commonly used Mean IoU
metric is adopted.

Experiments on the Cityscapes Dataset
Comparisons to the State of the Art We first compare
our proposed method with the state-of-the-art approaches on
the Cityscapes test set. Specifically, all models are trained
with only fine annotated data, and the comparison results

Method SS (%) MS+F (%)

ShuffleNetV2 69.2 70.8
+FLA 74.7 76.3
Res18 71.3 72.5
+FLA 76.5 78.1
Res50 72.8 74.1
+FLA 78.9 79.7
Res101 75.6 76.9
+FLA 81.3 82.2

Table 2: Ablation study between the baseline and FLANet
on Cityscapes validation set according to various backbone
networks. SS: Single scale input during evaluation. MS:
Multi-scale input. F: Adding left-right flipped input.

are summarized in Tab.1. Among these approaches, the self-
attention based models are most related to our method, and
more detailed analyses and comparisons will be illustrated
in the following subsection.

From Tab.1, it can be observed that our approach sub-
stantially outperforms all the previous techniques based on
ResNet101 (Res101) or stronger backbones and achieves a
new state-of-the-art performance of 83.6% mIoU. More-
over, it achieves a performance that is comparable with
methods based on some larger backbones.

Ablation Studies To demonstrate the wide applicability
of FLANet, we conduct ablation studies on various back-
bone networks, including ShuffleNetV2 (Ma et al. 2018) and
ResNet series. As listed in Tab.2, models with FLA consis-
tently outperform baseline models with significant increases
no matter what backbone network we use.

In addition, we provide the qualitative comparisons be-
tween FLANet and the Baseline (ResNet50) in Fig.4, where
we use the white squares to mark the challenging regions.
One can observe that the baseline easily misclassifies those
regions but our proposed network is able to correct them.
For example, building in row 1, side walk and distant train
in row 2, and large truck in row 4. It also proves the ben-
efits of the proposed FLANet in predicting distant objects
and maintaining the segmentation consistency inside large
objects.

Comparison with NL Methods We compare our FLANet
with several existing non-local models on the Cityscapes
validation set. We measure the increased computation com-
plexity (measured by the number of GFLOPs) and GPU
memory usage that are introduced by the NL blocks and
do not count the complexity from the baselines. Besides, to
speed up the training procedure, we carry out these compar-
ison experiments on ResNet50, with batch size 8.

Specifically, the NL models compared in Tab.3 include 1)
Expectation-Maximization Attention in EMANet (Li et al.
2019), donated as “+EMA”; 2) Recurrent Criss-Cross At-
tention (R=2) in CCNet (Huang et al. 2019), donated as
“+RCCA”; 3) two typical NL blocks introduced in Sec.1.,
donated as “+Channel NL” and “+Spatial NL” respectively;
4) two connection modes introduced in Sec.1., donated as
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Spatial NLChannel NL FLA (Ours) GTDual NL CS NL

Figure 5: Qualitative comparisons against the NL methods on the Cityscapes validation set. Due to the limited space, we remove
the input images and only show the segmentation results and ground truth (GT).

Method SS(%) MS+F(%) GFLOPs Memory

Baseline 72.8 74.1 - -
+EMA 76.4 77.1 13.91 98
+Channel NL 75.6 76.9 9.66 40

+RCCA 76.7 77.8 16.18 174
+Spatial NL 76.3 77.6 103.90 1320

+Dual NL 77.1 78.0 113.56 1378
+CS NL 77.4 78.2 113.56 1378
+FLA (Ours) 78.9 79.7 19.37 436

Table 3: Detailed comparisons with existing NL models on
the Cityscapes validation set. The GFLOPs and Memory are
computed with the input size 768 × 768. Adding FLA to the
baseline largely increase the mIoU with fewer computation.

“+Dual NL” and “+CS NL” respectively. Besides, accord-
ing to whether calculate the channel-only attention, spatial-
only attention, and both channel-spatial attention, Tab.4 is
divided into three groups.

As illustrated in Tab.3, FLA outperforms these NL meth-
ods by a large margin, and the complexity comparison re-
sults indicate that the cost of adding FLA is practically neg-
ligible even compared with the lightweight-designed mod-
els like EMA and RCCA. Moreover, it can be found that
the increased computational cost of FLA for capturing spa-
tial attentions is the lowest (about 9.71 GFLOPs) compared
with all these spatial-modeling NLs. Even when compared
with the Channel NL who requires the lowest computational
cost, our FLA outperforms it by 2.8% with the minimum
computational increment. And the computational complex-
ity of FLA is consistent to our previous theoretical analy-
sis in Sec.3.3. It is noted that our FLA significantly reduces
GFLOPs by about 83% and only requires 34% GPU mem-
ory usage of DANet (Dual NL) and CS NL when modeling

both channel-wise and spatial-wise relationships. Therefore,
FLA has a great advantage of not only an effective way of
improving segmentation accuracy but also a lightweight al-
gorithm design for practical usage.

The Efficacy of FLA To further prove that our method
can successfully solve the attention missing issue, we also
present several qualitative comparison results in Fig.5. As
shown in Fig.5, we can find that Dual NL and CS NL can
combine the advantages of Channel NL and Spatial NL to
some extent and generates better segmentation results. How-
ever, it is obvious that sometimes they obtain wrong pre-
dictions even when they are correctly classified in Chan-
nel NL and Spatial NL, such as the examples shown in the
second row. This coincides with our claims that the atten-
tion missing issue would distort interactions between dimen-
sions and can not be solved by stacking different NL blocks.
Compared with those NL methods, accuracies of predictions
for both distant/thin categories (e.g., poles in the first row)
and the ability to maintain the segmentation consistency in-
side large objects (e.g., train in the third row and car in
the last row) are significantly improved after using the pro-
posed FLA. And the quantitative per-class comparisons can
be seen in Fig.2. This phenomenon can also demonstrate that
FLA can optimally model both channel-wise and spatial-
wise relations only by using a single non-local block.

Visualization of Attention Module To get a deeper un-
derstanding of the effectiveness of our FLA in encoding spa-
tial attentions into the channel affinity map, we visualize the
attended feature maps and analyze how FLA improves the
final result. We also visualized the attended feature maps
of the traditional Channel NL for further comparison. As
shown in Fig.6, both Channel NL and our FLA highlight
some semantic areas and guarantee consistent representation
inside large objects like roads and buildings. Furthermore,
it is noted that the attended feature maps of FLA are more
structured and detailed than that of Channel NL. For exam-
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Figure 6: Visualization of attended feature maps of Chan-
nel NL and our FLA on the Cityscapes validation set, where
feature maps are visualized by averaging along the channel
dimension.

ple, distant poles and object boundaries are highlighted for
all images. Particularly, FLA can also distinguish different
classes, e.g., bus and car in the third row. These visualiza-
tion results further demonstrate that our proposed module
can capture and encode the spatial similarities into the chan-
nel attention map to achieve full attentions.

Experiments on the ADE20K Dataset
To further validate the effectiveness of our FLANet, we con-
duct experiments on the ADE20K dataset, which is a chal-
lenging scene parsing dataset with both indoor and outdoor
images. Tab.4 reports the performance comparisons between
FLANet and the state-of-the-art models on the ADE20K val-
idation set. Our approach achieves 46.99% mIoU score, out-
performs the previous state-of-the-art methods by 0.72%,
which is significant due to the fact that this benchmark
is very competitive. CPNet achieves previous best perfor-
mance among those methods and utilizes the learned con-
text prior with the supervision of the affinity loss to capture
the intra-class and inter-class contextual dependencies. In
contrast, our FLANet try to capture both spatial-wise and
channel-wise dependencies in a single attention map and
achieve better performance.

Experiments on the PASCAL VOC Dataset
To verify the generalization of our proposed FLANet, we
conduct experiments on the PASCAL VOC dataset. The
comparison results are shown in Tab.5. FLANet based on
ResNet101 and HRNetW48 achieves comparable perfor-
mance on the PASCAL VOC test set, enen when other meth-
ods are pretrained on additional data.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we find that traditional self-attention methods
suffer from the attention missing problem caused by ma-
trix multiplication. To mitigate this issue, we reformulate
the self-attention mechanism into a fully attentional manner,

Method Backbone mIoU

Simple Backbone
AttaNet (Song, Mei, and Huang 2021) Res101 43.71
CCNet (Huang et al. 2019) Res101 45.22
ANNet (Zhu et al. 2019) Res101 45.24
GFF (Li et al. 2020) Res101 45.33
OCNet (Yuan et al. 2021) Res101 45.40
DMNet (He, Deng, and Qiao 2019) Res101 45.50
RecoNet (Chen et al. 2020) Res101 45.54
ACNet (Fu et al. 2019b) Res101 45.90
DNL (Yin et al. 2020) Res101 45.97
CPNet (Yu et al. 2020) Res101 46.27
FLANet (Ours) Res101 46.68
Advanced Backbone
HRNetV2 (Sun et al. 2019) HRNetW48 42.99
DANet (Fu et al. 2019a) Res101+MG 45.22
OCNet (Yuan et al. 2021) HRNetW48 45.50
DNL (Yin et al. 2020) HRNetW48 45.82
FLANet (Ours) HRNetW48 46.99

Table 4: Comparisons on the ADE20K validation set.

Method Backbone mIoU

Simple Backbone
DeepLabv3 (Chen et al. 2017) Res101 85.7
EncNet (Zhang et al. 2018) Res101 85.9
DFN (Yu et al. 2018) Res101 86.2
CFNet (Zhang, Wang, and Xie 2019) Res101 87.2
EMANet (Li et al. 2019) Res101 87.7
DeeplabV3+ (Chen et al. 2018) Xception 89.0
RecoNet (Chen et al. 2020) Res101 88.5
FLANet (Ours) ‡ Res101 87.9
Advanced Backbone
EMANet (Li et al. 2019) Res150 88.2
RecoNet (Chen et al. 2020) Res150 89.0
FLANet (Ours) ‡ HRNetW48 88.5

Table 5: Comparisons on the PASCAL VOC. ‡ indicates that
FLANet is trained without using COCO-pretrained model.

which can capture both channel and spatial attentions with a
single attention map and also with much less computational
complexity. Specifically, we construct global contexts to in-
troduce spatial interactions into the channel attention maps.
Our FLANet achieves outstanding performance on three se-
mantic segmentation datasets. Besides, we also consider the
way of introducing channel interactions into the traditional
Spatial NL. However, the extremely high computational load
limits its practical application. In the future, we will try to
achieve that in a more efficient way.
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